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ABSTRACT 

High angular resolution observations are essE:ntial to understand a variety of astrophysical plwnOIlwna, The rE:so" 
lution of millimeter wave interferomders is limited by large and rapid differential atmospheric delay fluctuations. 
At the Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARI'vlA) we have eroployed a Paired An
tenna Calibration System (C-PACS) for atmospheric phase compensation in the extended array configurations 
(up to 2 km baselines). We present a description of C-PACS and its application. 'vVe also present successful 
atmospheric delay corrections applied to science observations with dramatic improvements in sensitivity and 
angular resolution, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As dedromagrwtic waves from an astronornical radio sourCE: propagate through the atmosphere, somE: E;mis8ion 
is lost due to absorption, waves deflect due to refraction, and the irregular distribution of water vapor in the 
at.mosphere caUSE;S pba8e fluctuations of thesE; signals,l along the line of sight of each interferomdE:r dement. 

At millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths, the ionosphere has negligible influence, and the primary cause 
of phase disturbance i8 the turbuknt water vapor di8Lribution in thE; tropospherE:, tbougb dry air turbulence 
may also be important under some circumstances. Atmospheric phase fluctuations reduce the time-averaged 
amplituck of the signal, and limit the angular rE:8olution of an interferometer (for a rE;view seE: Ref. 2 and 3). 
As science moves forward, increased angular resolution and higher frequencies are pursued, making it more 
challenging to achieve a correction for these wavefront distortions. To overcome the effect of atmospheric delay 
fluctuations several techniques can be employed: 

It Self-calibration: in this method, the visibility phase used to calibrate the data is measured from the actual 
science target, The major advantage of this technique is that the wavefront distortions along the line 
of sight can be completely removed. The primary disadvantages are that a modd for the source spatial 
structure is required, and this technique can only be applied to bright sources, in order to measure the 
fringe phase with a high signal to noise ratio in a short integration. 
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411 Water VapOT RadiometTy 4,5 (WVR): in this scheme, a dedicated radiometer monitors the water vapor 
emission along the pointing axis of the antenna. As in the self-calibration technique, the major advantage 
of vVVR is that it probes the atmospheric distortions along the line of sight towards the science target. The 
main drawback is that it requires a physical model of the atmosphere to relate the water line brightness 
and the path correction, as well as it assumes that refractivity fluctuations are produced by water vapor, 
which might not always be the case. 

48 Fast position switching!!' 6: in this approach, the interferometer antennas frequently observe a close-by, 
bright, and point-like calibrator, to measure and correct the rapid phase fluctuations. This method can 
probe the atmosphere close to the line-of-sight towards the science target, but its main limitation is that 
it reduces the time spent on the science source by a factor of ~ 2. 

48 Paired antennas 'I, 8: in this scheme, each antenna in the interferometer is paired with a monitoring antenna 
that continuously measures t.he at.mosphE:ric delay fluctuations, by obsE:rving a nE:arby, bright, and point·-like 
reference calibrator. Two arrays of closely paired antennas are needed, antennas belonging to the "science 
array" will obserVE: the science target and phase calibrator, while antennas belonging to the "rderence 
array" simultaneously monitor an atmospheric calibrator. The wavefront correction is accomplished by 
subtracting the visibility phase measured from the atmospheric calibrator on each baseline of the array. 
The main advantage of the paired antenna technique is that it accounts for all sources of atmospheric phase 
fluctuations, either due to water vapor and/or the dry air component, which might not be negligible. 9 

Another advantage is that by having a dedicated array to monitor the atmospheric fluctuations, the time 
spent observing the science target with the science array is greatly increased. The main disadvantage is that 
two sE:Ls of antennas are required, in pads very close to one another, and is essential that. t.he monitoring 
array has an adequate phase accuracy and phase stability, in order to apply the correction to the science 
array ·without irltroducirlg large phase errors. 

The Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARMA) has implemented the CARMA 
Paired Antenna Calibration System (C-PACS) to provide atmospheric phase roeasurement and compensation on 
the longest baselines of the interkrorneter (up to 2 km in kngth). The goal of G-PACS is to enablE: rou tine imaging 
in the most extended CARMA configurations. C-PACS will allow us to reach unprecedented angular resolutions 
at the 1.:3 and 2.7 mm bands with CARJ'vlA, making it possible to resolve the emission from compact sources. 
In this paper we present a description of CARMA and the C-PACS instrument in section 2, the calibration 
technique is described in section :3, successful atmospheric delay corrections applied to science observations \'lith 
their improvements in sensitivity and angular resolution are discussed in section 4, and final remarks are given 
in section 5. 

2. C-PACS DESCRIPTION 

CARMA is a heterogeneous millimeter interferometer comprising 23 antennas: nine 6.1 m telescopes from the 
Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland Association (BIMA), six lOA m telescopes from the California Institute of Tech
nology/Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO), and eight ~~.5 m telescopes from the University of Chicago 
Sunyaev-Zel'dovich Array (SZA). The array can be arranged into 5 different configurations, with the rnost ex-
tended ones having baselines that range in length from 100 to 1000 m (B configuration) and 250 to 1900 m 
(A conf-lguration), to achieve an angular resolution of 0.:3" and 0.L5'/ respectivdy, at an observing fn:quency of 
230 GHz. 

During A and B configuration season, the eight 3.5 In antennas are paired with selected 6.1 m and 10.4 m 
antennas, preferably on the longest baselines of the array. The position of the 3.5 m antennas is typically to the 
south of the larger antenna, offset by 25 ... 30 In. This pad separation is a compromise between the requirement 
of pairing the antennas as close as possible (to probe the same atmospheric path) and to avoid shadowing and 
physical collisions between antenna pairs. 

The science arra,y of (~--PACS; cornposed of the 6.1/10.4 In antennas 1 operates j[] the 1 or 3 lInn aunospheric 
bands as requested by the investigator. The reference array, consisting of the 3.5 m antennas, operates at 30 GHz 
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in C-PACS mode. The atmospheric delay measured at 30 GHz can be used at 100 or no GHz because iono
spheric scintillation is negligible at these frequencies,lo and the refractive index of water vapor at millimeter 
and centimeter wavelengths has been measured in Ref. 11, and it differs by < 10 6, The minimal dispersion 
of the refractive index has been experiroentally verified from C-PACS observations (Zauderer et al. in prep). 
Observations of the same target at millimeter and centimeter wavelengths exhibit phase fluctuations of compa
rable behavior, that can be scaJed from one wavelength to the other by the ratio of the observed frequencies. 
ThereforE:, the delay fluctuations inferred from the 30 GHz reference observations are scaled to tbE: frequency of 
the science array observations by the ratio of their frequencies. 

The observing cycle is setup to comprise observations of the science target interleaved with periodic observa
tions of tbE: phase calibrat.or. During the phase calibrator observations, both scienCE: and rderence arrays obsE:rw 
the same bright celestial source to determine instrumental phase drifts. Subsequently, the science array observes 
the science target while Llw reference array monitor8 an atmospheric calibrator to rnea8ure tbE: dday introduced 
by the atmosphere. In the following section we describe the calibration technique in more detail. 

3. C-PACS CALIBRATION 

The visibility phase <Pij measured on baseline i··· j of an interferometer can be written as: 

(1) 

,xlhere 'lij is the true source visibility for this particular baseline, lJ corresponds to the observing frequency; TG is 

the instrumental delay, is the atmospheric delay difference between antennasi and .i through the line-of-sight, 
¢{, is the instrumental phase difference between these antennas, and EFt is the contribution from radiometric 
m;i8e. \Ve have assumed that the basE:!inE: vector is preei8ely known and the geonwtrical delay can be compldely 
removed. To simplify the following presentation we ignore the radiometric noise. We also assume that any stable 
bandpass phases introduced by the receiver and the intermediate frequency (IF) system, as well as any phase 
offset introduced by the local oscillator (LO), can be measured and calibrated with bandpass calibration. 

Similar to the discussion in Ref. 7, consider two pairs of antennas: antennas 1 and 2 belong to the science 
array, while antennas 3 and 4 belong to the reference array. Phase fluctuations are caused by the contribution 
from the atmospheric delay term, T,";, which has no frequency dependence. Hence, Equation 1 can be written in 
terms of deJays for the sets of anten"nas described here: 

(2) 

for the 8eience array, and 

for the reference array. The temporal dependenCE: from these equation8 has been removed for darit.y. The 
frequency of observation for the science array and reference array are denoted by 1/n and 1/34 respectively. The 
rderence array monitors a point 8011I"Ce at the i nterferomE:Ler phase cent.er, and hence arg(1~14) = O. 

In t.he paired antenna 8Y8tem the baseli nE: pair8 from each array \viJl produce nE:ar··simultarwolls vi8ibili ty 
phase measurements. To apply the C-PACS correction, the delay measured on the reference baseline (T34) is 
subtracted front the scjence baseline delay (Tl~) on every integraUon . .lL\pplying the correction to the science 
target (ST) data and the phase calibrator (PC) data yields 

and 

(71:? - 734)S'1' 

a.rg(Vd/(21TVd + [T[2 - T}4] + [Tlt - T;,l 

arg(il12)/(27Wl::) + IT!:,· T{4] 
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The atmospheric delay difference between the science array and the reference array cancel (T(~ --- Tt~ = 0), if the 
atmospheric calibrator and science target are observed sinmltaneously and their separation in the sky is snmll. 
The slow varying instrumental difference delay that remains (T{2 - T{4) can be removed by phase referencing to 

the phase calibrator. Therefore the calibrated visibility phase difference on the science target becomes: 

(6) 

which corresponds to the source fringe phase between antennas land 2, the quantity we are interested in 
recovering. 

vVe now describe how the atmospheric delay is measured and applied to correct the science data. In the 
C-PACS t.echnique this correction is performed in t.wo steps: we measure a delay from t.hE: cm-wave observations 
of the atmospheric calibrator, and then this atmospheric delay is applied to each corresponding paired baseline 
in the science array. Only eight of the 15 antennas from the science array are paired with a reference antenna, 
and only those 8 science antennas will have the C-PACS correction applied (this generally correspond to the 
antennas that suffer the roost decorrelation, since they are located in the outskirts of the array). The delay 
derived from the reference array is applied to the science target and phase calibrator on each record (a record is 
one integration of the interferometer, as setup by the investigator, and it can range from a fraction of a second to 
seVE:ral seconds). The delays are computed from the mean phaSE: across all channE:ts in the 30 GHz observat.ions 
divided by the mean frequency. 

After applying the delay corrections at each integration record, a long-interval (generally 10-15 minutes long) 
phase gain calibration is applied to the mm-wave data to remove the slowly varying instrumental delay difference 
from the two different arrays, and with this we recover equation (6) on each baseline of the array. 

4. APPLYING C-PACS TO SCIENCE OBSERVATIONS 

In the last. two nort.hern winter seasons (November 2008 to February 2009, and Novelnber 2009 to February 
2(10) the C-PACS system has been put into practice at CAli.MA. An example of a successful atmospheric phase 
corn:ction is presented in this sE:ction. 

The C-PACS calibration technique was applied to observations of the circumstellar dust around PP 1:3S*, a 
young star locat.ed in the constellation of Perseus and embedded in the 10147:3 dark cloud at a distance of .~ :350 
parsec. 12 The star is surrounded by an extended disk/envelope that contains about 0.6 solar masses of gas and 
dusL13 ThE:se new observat.ions using C-PACS measure the distribution of dust. continuum emission em spatial 
scales as small as .~. 0.15!i. 

Figure 1 shows the resulting maps, obtained employing natural weighting, before and after applying the 
C-PACS correction to the data. No absolute flux scale or amplitude gain calibration have been applied to this 
data t.o only consickr the effect of implemE:nt.ing C--PACS. This data was obt.ainE:d in two separate days, and 
figures (la) and (lb) show the resulting images obtained on each day. When all the data are combined into 
a single map, t.he dIect of applying the C--PACS correction becOIlws evident, as shown in figures (lc) wit.hout 
C-PACS and (ld) with C-PACS. The synthesized beam of the final map corresponds to 0.15!! x 0.14". The color 
scale range is the same for all maps, and all contours start at 5C7, where C7 is the noise level in the respective map 
indicated on the figure. 

G-PACS improved each of the observations obtained in A and B configurations, despitE: the diJfE:rent weather 
conditions and baseline lengths of these observations. The improvements on the image quality can be quantified 
from three image properties: the peak of the surface brightness distribution on the map, the noise (or RMS) 
level of the map, and the observed source size. The peak flux density measured on each map increased when 
C-PACS was applied; in the combined A+B map, the peak flux increased from 42.2 m.]y to 67.8 mJy (a 
factor of 1.6 increase) when applying the C-PACS correction. The noise level for all maps diminished when 
C-PACS was applied; in the combined A+B map, the noise decreased from C7 = 1.54 m.Jy/beam (Figure (1c)) to 
C7 '" 1.14 mJy/beam (Figure (ld)), which corresponds to a 35% improvement. Similarly, the surface brightness 
distribution changes after applying C-PACS, with the peak flux density increasing and the source becoming 
sharper, with its size dimi nishing from 0.41" x 0.27" to 0.27" x 0.26" 26% decrease in the source full width at 
half maximum or FW l::Uvl). 
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Figu re 1. Figures (1 a) and (1 b) show the PP 1:3S* continu llITl maps obt.ained on 2 separate days in A and B configurations, 
with (right column) and without (left column) C-PACS correction. Figures (Ic) and (ld) 8hmv the combined A+B 
configuration continuum map of PP 13S*, without (middle panel) and with (left panel) C-PACS correction. The color 
scale range is same for ail maps (from -3.6 to 67.8 mJy) such that the measured Huxes can be compared directly. Solid 
contours start at 50, where a is the noise level in the corresponding map. FbI (la), (lc) and (ld) maps, solid contoLlI'S 
increase by steps of lOu. For (lb) the solid contours increase by steps of 5u. (Adapted from Perez et al. in prep.) 

5. FINAL RElVIARKS 

The angular resolution of millimeter wave interferometers is limited by the delay fluctuations introduced by 
the at.mospbE:re along the line of sight of each int.erferometer E:telnenL At. CARMA we have E:mp]oYE:d a paired 
antennas approach to calibrate the atmospheric wavefront distortions. VVe have demonstrated that C-EA.CS can 
calibrate atmospheric phase fluctuations on the longE:st. baselines of the array during regular sciencE; observations. 
Several improvements on the data quality were noticed when the C-PACS correction was applied, in particular 
for t.hE; case ofPP 138* an increase in the peak flux by a factor of 1.6, a (kerease on t.hE; image noise level by :35%, 
and a 26?!() dE;crease in thE; observed size of this object> ThE; radiometric noise introduced from the refE;rence array 
to the science array, as well as the projected beam separation of antenna pairs (at the height of the turbulent 
layer), are the main limitations for thE; improvE;ment in the phase error and amplitudE; coherence warranted by 
the paired antennas technique. }"\uture improvements being considered at CARMA will be along the lines of 
increasing thE; sensitivity of the rE;ference array, to be able to take advantage of fainter calibrators, as well as 
correcting the non-paired baselines by using a weighted scheme of correlations between the paired antennas. 
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